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Introduction. The use of the polar coordinate transformation in studying the

oscillatory properties of certain second order differential equations is well known.

W.M. Whyburn [8] introduced this method in order to determine the behavior

of solutions of nonlinear second order differential systems of the form

,y y' = k(x,y,z) ■ z,       z' = gix,y,z) • y,

r \      r, r \     i a =x = b>yia) = 0, zia) = 1.

J.H. Barrett [2] and W.T. Reid [7] generalized the polar coordinate transfor-

mation in order to study the properties of the solutions of the second order linear

matrix differential system

... Y'  = Kix) • Z,       Z' = G(x) • T,
(b) v a iS x < oo,

Yia) = 0,       Zia) = E (the identity matrix),

where Y, Z, Kix) and G(x) are « x n matrices and each of Kix) and G(x) is a

symmetric matrix of continuous functions on a z% x < oo. By a solution of (b) we

mean a pair of n x n matrices {T(x),Z(x)} such that each of the elements of Y

and Z is a differentiable function and such that {Y,Z} satisfies the initial condition

and satisfies the matrix differential system almost everywhere on a S! x < oo.

The roles of the sine and cosine functions in the polar coordinate transformation

are assumed by the solution pair of « x n matrices [S[a,x; Q], C[a,x; g]} of

the linear matrix differential system

T' = Qix) ■ Z,       Z'=- Qix) • Y,

v, \       e\ r,r \     i? az%x<co,Yia) = 0, Zia) = E,

where Qix) is a symmetric matrix of continuous functions on a z% x < oo.

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the properties of the solution pair

{S[a,x; Q~\,C[a,x; Q]} of (c), to improve and extend the results of Barrett and
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Reid, and to apply the generalization of the polar coordinate transformation to

certain nonlinear matrix differential systems of second order.

The quantities to be used in the paper are confined to the real domain and the

notation of matrix algebra and calculus is used throughout. In particular, capital

letters are used to denote matrices, small letters denote scalar quantities; the

symbol E is used to signify the n x n identity matrix, while 0 is used indiscrimi-

nately for the zero matrix of any dimension. If A is an n x n matrix, then

tr A = Z,"=1a¡¡ denotes the trace of A and the transpose of A is denoted A*.

The symbol | A | signifies the determinant of A and in the event | A | ^ 0, the

unique inverse exists and is denoted A . The Euclidean norm of A is given by

\A 9 = [ Z" = 1( £"=1a,2)]1/2. If Y(x) is an n x n matrix each of whose elements

is a function, then Y'(x) denotes the matrix of derivatives when each of the n2

derivatives exists and §baY(x)dx denotes the matrix of integrals when each of the n2

integrals exists. The matrix Y(x) is said to be continuous, differentiable, etc., when

each of its elements has the indicated property. Finally, since most of the matrices

considered in the paper are square with n rows, hereafter, if the term matrix is

used without reference to the number of rows or columns, then the matrix is

assumed to be square with n rows.

1. The trigonometric matrices.

A. Identities. Let ß(x) be a continuous, symmetric, n x n matrix on

X:0 — x< oo and consider the second order linear matrix differential system

(1.1) Y' = ß(x)   Z,       Z'=- Q(x) ■ Y.

By elementary existence and uniqueness theory (see for example [5] or [9]) there

exists a unique solution pair of (1.1) satisfying the initial condition

(1.2) T(a) = 0,       Z(a) = E,

where a is any nonnegative number. This unique solution pair will be denoted by

{S[a,x; Q\,C[a,x; ß]} = {5[a,x],C[a,x]} when a>0,and by {S[x; ß],C[x;ß]}

= {S(x), C(x)} when a = 0.

The theorems of this section will be stated and proved in terms of the pair

{5[x; ß],C[x; ß]} of (1.1), (1.2) with a =0. It will be easily seen however, that

with trivial modifications in the existing proofs, corresponding theorems hold

for any nonnegative number a.

Barrett [2, Theorem 1.1, p. 511] has shown that the pair {S[x; ß], C[x; ß]}

satisfies the following identities on X:

(1.3) C*(x) • C(x) + S*(x) • Six) = E,       C*(x) • 5(x) = S*(x) ■ C(x),

(1.4) C(x) ■ C*(x) + S(x) • S*(x) = E,       C(x) ■ S*(x) = S(x) ■ C*(x)

(1.5) \\C(x)\\2 + \\S(x)\\2 = n.
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The following theorem is a generalization of the trigonometric addition formulas.

Theorem 1.1. If b is any positive number and {.S[fe,x; ß],C[fe,x; Q]} is

the solution o/(l.l), (1.2) with a = b, then the following identities hold on X:

(1.6) Six) = Sib,x) ■ C*(fe,0) - C(fe,x) • S*(b,0),

(1.7) C(x) = C(fe,x) • C*(fe,0) + S(b,x) ■ S*(b,0),

(1.8) S(b,x) = S(x) • C*(b) - C(x) • S*(b),

(1.9) C(fe,x) =  C(x) • C*(b) + S(x) ■ S*(b).

Proof. Put ¿(x) = S(b,x) ■ C*(b,0) - C(b,x) ■ S*(b,0) and B(x) = C(b,x)

■ C*(b,0) + S(b,x)- S*(b,0). By identity (1.4), A(0) = 0, B(0) = E, and it is

easily verified that A' = Q(x) ■ B and B' = - Q(x) ■ A. Thus the pair {A(x),B(x)}

satisfies (1.1), (1.2) with a = 0 which implies {A(x),B(x)} = {S(x),C(x)}. Identities

(1.8) and (1.9) are established in a similar manner.

B. Oscillatory behavior of the trigonometric matrices. In order to determine

the oscillatory properties of the solution pair {S[x; Qf], C[x; Qf\}, we consider

system (1.1) under the further condition that Q(x) is positive definite on X. The

restriction that Q(x) be positive definite is a natural extension from the case

« = 1; since, if « = 1, the oscillatory properties of the solution pair {sin Jß,

cos ¡Q] are determined only in case Q(x) is positive on X, i.e. only in case

J"ôô(0 dt is an increasing function on X.

Definition. A solution V(x) of (1.1) is said to be oscillatory on X provided

for each nonnegative number fe there is a number c, c> fe, such that | T(c) | = 0.

y(x) is said to be nonoscillatory if it is not oscillatory.

The following properties of symmetric and symmetric definite matrices are well

known and they are used with such frequency in the succeeding work that they

will be listed here for reference.

Lemma A. // W(x) is a continuous, symmetric, positive inegative, non-

positive, nonnegative) definite matrix on a ^ x zi fe, then /¡^(r) dt is con-

tinuous, symmetric and positive inegative, nonpositive, nonnegative) definite on

a < x i£ fe.

Lemma B. // each of P and Q is symmetric with characteristic roots

Py^p2 = ---'=pn and ql'=q2 = ---^:qn respectively, and if P — Q is non-

negative definite, then py = qx, p2 = q2,---,p„ ^ qn.

Lemma C. // W(x) is a continuous, symmetric matrix on a ^ x ^ fe, then

each of the functions fix), i = 1,2, ••-,«, is real and continuous on azix^b,

where for each x,/¡(x) is the ith characteristic root of Wix).

The solution pair {S[x; Q~],C[x; Qf]} of (1.1), (1.2) has the initial value {0,£},
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and |C[0;ß]| = l, |S[0;ß]| = 0. Since C[x; ß] is absolutely continuous, it

follows that | C[x ; ß] | is absolutely continuous and thus there is an interval

0 — x < b on which C[x; ß] is nonsingular. To see that there is also an interval

over which S[x; ß] is nonsingular, we prove:

Theorem 1.2.   If b,b> 0, is the first number such that C[x; ß] is singular,

then S[x; ß] is nonsingular on 0<x<b.

Proof.    Let  T(x) = S(x) ■ C'(x) on 0 g x < b.  Note that, for n = 1,  T(x)

= tan (qQ. T(0) = 0; by identity 1.3, T(x) is symmetric; and calculating T'(x),

T = T- Q-T+Q   on0^x<b.

Since ß(x) is positive definite, it follows from Lemma A that T(x) = ¡0T'(t)dt

is positive definite on 0 < x < b. Therefore S(x) must be nonsingular on 0 < x < b.

The following simple example illustrates that 5[x;ß] and C[x;ß] can be

singular simultaneously: In (1.1), (1.2), let ß(x) be the 2x2 diagonal matrix

n     0¡n     u    \
Qix) =

\0   ti/2 /

Then

„r     _.,      / sin nx 0      \

^ß] = (    0 sin(,/2)x)>

r       _ _ / cos nx 0        \

CL*:ßJ-^    o cos(7r/2)x/

and |S[2n + l;ß]| = |C[2n + l;ß]|=0, n = l,2,-.

This example raises such questions as : Can S[x ; ß] and /or C[x ; ß] be singular

on an interval? If a = x — b is an interval of finite length, can S[x; ß] and/or

C[x; ß] have infinitely many singularities on a ^ x — b? Do the singularities of

S[x; ß] and C[x; ß] have any separation property?

The following sequence of theorems serves to answer these questions.

Theorem 1.3. If a z^x — b is any interval on which C[x; ß] is nonsingular,

then S[x; ß] has at most n singularities on a^x^b. Similarly, if S[x; Q] is

nonsingular onc^X—^d, then C[x; ß] has at most n singularities on c i% x i% d.

Proof. Suppose C(x) is nonsingular on a S x = b. Let T(x) be the "tangent"

matrix defined on a^x = b, T(x) = S(x) ■ C'(x). T(x) is symmetric and T

= T' ß • T+ ß. Let xt, x2, Xy < x2, be any pair of points on a = x ^ b. Then,

by Lemma A, T(x2) - T(xy) = }xXiT'(t)dt = fâ[T{t) ■ Q(t) ■ T(t) + Q(i)]dt is

positive definite.
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For each x on a ^ x ^ fe, let r,(x), i = 1,2, •••,«, denote the ¡th characteristic

root of T(x). By Lemmas B and C, the functions t,(x) are continuous and increasing

on a S x ¿ fe.

Now, the singularities of S(x) coincide with the singularities of T(x) and, since

T(x) is symmetric, the singularities of T(x) occur at the zeros of the functions

r¡(x). As shown above, these functions are increasing on a ^ x ^ fe. Consequently

Six) can have at most « singularities on the interval.

Similarly, if cz^xz^d is an interval over which Six) is nonsingular, then

consider the "cotangent" matrix T'(x) = C(x) • S\x) on cz^xf^d. Proceeding

as above, it is easily verified that Tr(x) has the property that each of its characteris-

tic root functions is decreasing on czixz^d. Therefore C(x) can have at most n

singularities on c ;£ x z% d. This completes the proof of the theorem.

This theorem partially answers the question concerning the possibility of

S[x; Q] and /or C[x; Qf] being identically singular on an interval. By the theorem,

S[x; Qf] is identically singular on an interval if and only if C[x; Q] is identically

singular on the same interval.

To establish a comparison theorem, let each of R(x) and Q(x) be continuous,

symmetric, positive definite, « x n matrices on X and let the pairs {S[x; R],

C[x;R]} and {S[x;Q],C[x;Q]} be the solutions of system (1.1), (1.2) with

R(x) and Q(x) respectively.

Theorem 1.4. Ifb,b>0, is the first number such that C[x;R] is singular,

and ifRix) — Qix) is nonnegative definite on 0 = x < d where d¿zb, then C[x; Q]

is nonsingular on Oz^x <b.

Lemma 1.4. Let R(x) and Qix) satisfy the hypothesis of the theorem. If

0 z% x < a, a — b, is the interval over which each of C[x; R] and C[x; Qf] is

nonsingular, and if TiR) = S[x; R] ■ C'[x; R] and T(Q) = S[x; Q] ■ C'[x; Qf]

on Oz^x<a, then TCR) — T(Q) is nonnegative definite on 0 ;= x < a.

Proof of the lemma. We have seen that each of T(R) and T(Q) is positive definite

on 0 ^ x < a. Put A(x) = T(R) - T(Q), then

A' =  T(R) ■ R ■ T(R) + R- T(Q) • Q ■ T(Q) - Q

=  A ■ B + B* ■ A + D,

where

B = (1 ¡4) -[R + Q]- UR) + (1 ¡4) ■ [R + Q] ■ T(Q),

D = (1/2) • [TiR) -iR-Q)- TiR) + T(Q) ■ (R - Q) ■ T(ß)] + R - Q.

D is symmetric and nonnegative definite on 0 ^ x < a. According to [6], the

homogeneous part of the system A' = A-B + B*-A + D has the solution

Y(x) = J*(x) • M • J(x), where M is a constant matrix and J(x) is the solution
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J' = J • B, J(0) = E. By the variation of constants method, the solution of the

nonhomogeneous equation is

A(x) = J*(x) fV*(i)- D(t)-J'(t)dt
Jo

■ J(x), 0 ^ x < a.

Since D(x) is nonnegative definite on this interval, it follows, by Lemma A,

that A(x) = T(R) — T(Q)  is   nonnegative   definite   on   0 :g x < a.

Proof of the theorem. Suppose that the theorem is false, i.e. suppose C[x; Q]

has a singularity at x = e, e < b. Let a, a^e, be the first point such that C[x; ß]

is singular and consider T(R) - T(Q) onO = x<a. T(Q) = S[x; Q] ■ C\x; ß]

and since C'[x; ß] = - ß(x) • S[x; ß], we have C'[x; ß] = - ß(x) • T(ß)

•C[x;ß]. Using Abel's identity, |C[x;ß]| = exp{ - ]xtt[Q ■ T(ß)]} on

0 ^ x < a. Since | C[a; ß] | = 0, it follows that limx^a3x0tt[Q • T(ß)] = oo.

On the other hand, since each of ß(x) and T(Q) is positive definite symmetric

on 0 < x < a, tr [ß • T(ß)] g [tr ß] • [tr T(ß)]. Also, by hypothesis and the

lemma, [tr ß] • [tr T(ß)] ^ [tr R] • [tr T(P)]. Therefore,

lim    f tr[ß • T(ß)] è hm    f [tr R] • [tr T(£)] =    ("[tr K] ■ [tr T(P)] < 00

since     a   <   b.    This    result    contradicts    the    earlier    conclusion     that

lim^a Jo tr[ß • T(ß)] = oo. Thus the theorem is established.

Corollary 1.4.1.If c,c>0, is the first number such that S[x; R~\ is singular,

and ifR(x) — Q(x) is nonnegative definite onO^Lx <d where d = c, then S[x; ß]

is nonsingular on 0 < x < c.

Proof.    Obvious modifications in the proof of the theorem yield this corollary.

The next corollary is an improvement of the result of Barrett [2, Theorem

3.2, p. 516].

Corollary 1.4.2. // b,b > 0, has the property J* trß < n/2, then C[x; ß]

is nonsingular on 0 t% x = b and S[x; Q] is nonsingular on 0 < x ^ b. If c,c > 0,

has the property J"0tr ß < n, then S[x; ß] is nonsingular on 0<x = c and

C[x; Q] has at most n singularities on Of¿xz%c.

Proof. Let R(x) = [tr ß(x)] • E. Then S[x;K] = [sin Jotrß] • E and

C[x ; R] = [cos J" o tr ß] ■ E. R(x) — Q(x) is nonnegative definite symmetric and

the theorem applies.

Note that if Jo° trß(x)dx < n\2, then each of C[x; ß] and S[x; ß] is non-

singular on X. Moreover, if Jo trß(x)dx < n, then S[x; ß] is nonsingular on

0 < x < oo and C[x; ß] has at most n singularities on X.

To answer completely the questions raised previously concerning the behavior
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of the singularities of the pair [S[x; Q],C[x; Qf]}, we prove the following theorem

and corollaries.

Theorem 1.5. If a is any positive number such that each of S[a;Q] and

C[a;Q] is nonsingular, and if b,b>a, is such that J„tr Q(t) dt < % ¡2, then

each of S[x; Qf] and C[x; Qf] has at most « singularities on a ^xz% fe.

Proof. Let a, a > 0, be a number such that each of S[a; Qf] and C[a; Q] is

nonsingular. Such an a exists by Theorem 1.2. Let fe, fe > a, have the property

ft tr Qix)dx < jr/2.
Consider the pair {S[a,x; Q],C[a,x; Q]}, the solution of (1.1), (1.2) with

initial condition at a > 0. By rephrasing Corollary 1.4.2 in terms of this pair,

each of S[a,x; Q] and C[a,x; Qf] is nonsingular on a < x z% fe.

Put A(x) = S[a,0; Qf] ■ C'[a,x; Qf] ■ C[x; Q] = S(a,0) ■ C\a,x) ■ C(x). It fol-
lows from Theorem 1.1 that ,S(a,0) is nonsingular and that Aix) is symmetric on

az^xz^b. Calculating A'ix), we have

A\x) = Sia,0) ■ [C\a,xf]' - C(x) + S(a,0) ■ C\a,x) • C'(x)

which, upon using identities (1.3), (1.4) and Theorem 1.1, reduces to

A'ix) = S(fl,0) ■ C\a,x) ■ Qix) ■ [S(a,0) ■ C\a,x)]*.

Thus A'ix) is positive definite on a ~ x ;£ fe. The fact that A'ix) is positive definite

implies, as we saw in the proof of Theorem 1.3, that the continuous functions

a,ix), where for each x on a ^ x ^ fe, a¡(x) is the ith characteristic root of Aix),

are increasing on a z%x Sb. Since the zeros of these functions coincide with the

singularities of C(x), it follows that C(x) can have at most « singularities on

a zixz^b.

Letting B(x) = C[a,0; Qf] ■ C'[a,x; Q] ■ S[x; Qf] and proceeding as above

yields the corresponding conclusion for S[x; Qf].

Corollary 1.5.1. .S[x;ß] and C[x;Q] cannot be identically singular on an

interval. Moreover, the singularities o/5[x;i2] and o/C[x;2] cannot have a

finite limit point.

Proof. Assume that C(x) is identically singular on a iS x z% fe. By Theorem

1.3, 5(x) must also be identically singular on this interval.

Since Q(x) is continuous on X, tr Q(x) is continuous on X and there exist

numbers c and d such that : c < a and each of C(c) and S(c) is nonsingular, d > a

and Jf tr g(í)ííí < tt/2. Now, by the theorem, each of S(x) and C(x) has at

most « singularities on cz^xz^d, which contradicts the assumption that each of

S(x) and C(x) is identically singular on a z^x^b.

The same contradiction is obtained if it is assumed that the singularities of

either S(x) or C(x) have a finite limit point.
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We also have as an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.3 and Corollary

1.5.1, a separation theorem:

Corollary 1.5.2. If Xy and x2 are consecutive singularities of S[x; ß],

then C[x;ß] can have at most n singularities on Xy :£ x t% x2. Similarly, if

yy and y2 are consecutive singularities o/C[x;ß], then S[x;Q~\ can have at

most n singularities on y y z% x ;£ y2.

The concluding theorems of this section establish a necessary and sufficient

condition that the "sine" and "cosine" matrices be nonoscillatory on X.

Theorem 1.6. // J^ trß(i)£ii= oo and b is any nonnegative number, then

each of S[x; Q] and C[x; Q] has infinitely many singularities on b — x < co .

Lemma 1.6. // r is a nonnegative number such that C[x; ß] is nonsingular

on r ¿j x < oo and if U(x) is the matrix defined on r ^ x < oo : U(x)

= C(x) • jx[C*(t) ■ Q'(t) • C(r)]'i/r, then U(x) has the following properties on

r — x < oo :

(i)   U(r) = 0 and U(x) is nonsingular for x > r,

(ii) | l/(x) I is bounded on r g x < oo .

Proof of the lemma, (i) U(r) = 0 by definition. Since ß(x) is positive

definite on X and C(x) is nonsingular on r ^ x < oo , it follows from Lemma A

that ¡X[C* • Q' ■ C]1 is positive definite on r < x < oo . Thus U(x) is nonsingular

on r < x < oo .

(ii) Let W(x) be the matrix defined:

W(x) = - Six) ■  jx,[C*(t) ■ Qr(t) ■ C(t)ydt + [C*(x)] Ï

It is easily verified that the pair {U(x), W(x)} is a solution of (1.1) on r ^ x < co

satisfying the initial condition Y(r) = 0, Z(r) = [C*(r)];. It is also easily verified

that the following identity holds on r ^ x < oo :

U*(x) ■ U(x) + W*(x) • W(x) = [C*(r) ■ C^y]1.

Consequently, upon taking the trace of this identity, we have || t/(x) || bounded

on r i% x < co .

Proof of the theorem. Let b be any nonnegative number and assume that

fo° ttQ(t)dt = oo. Suppose, contrary to the theorem, that C(x) has only a finite

number of singularities on b ^ x < oo. Let d,d^.b, be the last singularity of

C(x) and fix any number r,r> d. C(x) is nonsingular on r ^ x < co.

Consider the matrix U(x) defined in the lemma and put

V(x)=j*[C*(t)-QI(t)-C(t)-]Idt.
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Then K(x) is positive definite symmetric on r < x < oo and C/(x) = C(x) • K(x).

Since C(x) is nonsingular on r^x<oo,  V=CI- U.

Let s be any number greater than r. Since fis positive definite symmetric on

sz%x<co,V'=U'-C has these same properties on s :g x < oo. Furthermore,

[V1]' = - V1 ■ V - V1 = - U' ■ Q ■ [U1]* and therefore [V1]' is negative

definite on s 5= x < oo. Thus, by Lemma A,

[V1]' = V'ix) - V'is) = -  f U1 ■ Q ■ [U1]*

is negative definite on s < x < oo. But, since V\x) is positive definite on

ä= x < co, it follows that tr V\s) - J"* tr [U1 ■ 0 ■ U1*] > 0. Thus

tr[U' ■ Q- U1*] < tr V\s) < oo.

Note that since Qix) is positive definite symmetric,

tr[U' -Q- U'*] = || U1 ■ Q ■ U'*\\^\\q\\ • \\u\\'2^illn)- || U || '2 ■ trß.

Therefore JT[trô] • ||c/||-2 <co. But, by the lemma, ||t7(x)|| is bounded.

Consequently ¡ftrQit)dt<co, contradicting the hypothesis of the theorem.

Thus C(x) must have infinitely many singularities on fe ;£ x < co.

In exactly the same manner, it may be shown that Six) has infinitely many

singularities on fe ̂  x < oo. Thus the theorem is established.

Theorem 1.7. A necessary and sufficient condition that each of S[x; Qf] and

C[x; Qf] has at most a finite number of singularities on X, i.e. that each of

S[x; Q] and C[x; Qf] be nonoscillatory, on X, is:   J""tr g(f)dt < oo.

Proof. The necessity of the condition is a consequence of the preceding

theorem. Thus it remains to show that if J™tr Q = k < oo, then each of ^(x) and

C(x) has at most a finite number of singularities on X.

Suppose J"otr8 = & < °°. Since Q(x) is positive definite and continuous on

X, tr Qfx) is positive and continuous on X implying that Jo tr 2 is an increasing

function on X. Since we have assumed that the improper integral converges, there

exists a nonnegative number r such that J™ trß < 7t/2. As a consequence of the

preceding theorems, r can be chosen such that each of Sir) and C(r) is nonsingular.

Now, by Theorem 1.5, each of Six) and C(x) has at most « singularities on

r g x < oo ; and, by Corollary 1.5.1, each of Six) and C(x) has at most a finite

number of singularities on 0 :g x ^ r. Therefore each of Six) and C(x) has at

most a finite number of singularities on X and the theorem is proved.

It has been the purpose of this section to investigate the properties of solutions

of the system (1.1), (1.2), and, in particular, to determine the oscillatory behavior

of the solution pairs {S[a,x; Q], C[a,x; Qf]}. With the exception of the fact that
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S[a,x; ß] and C[a,x; ß] can be singular simultaneously, it has been shown that

the "sine" and "cosine" matrices have oscillatory properties quite similar to

those of the sine and cosine functions. Moreover, each of the theorems presented

in this section specialize in the case n = 1 to a corresponding theorem for the

sine and cosine functions.

2. A nonlinear matrix system. Let H be a subset of real Euclidean n2 space

and let <bw be the collection of functions to which cb belongs only in case cb is a

continuous, real-valued function from H.

Definition. If Y is an n x n matrix and </> is a member of <pw, then

cb(Y) = cb(yil,y12,--,y1„,y2i,-,ym).

Let </>,;, cTij, x¡j, o¡j, (i,j = 1,2, ••-, n), be members of <bw and consider the following

system of 2n2 nonlinear differential equations:

n

y'ij =   £   kih[x,chih(Y),aih(Z)] ■ zhJ,
ii = i

(2.1) (i,j=l,-,n),
n

z'ij =   S   gih[x,Tii,(Y),ôih(Zy]- yhJ,
A=l

on X: 0 ^ x < oo, where the following conditions are imposed:

(i)  The real-valued functions k¡j[x, u,v\ and g¡j[x,u,v\ are continuous  in

(x,u,v) f ; all x on X and all real values of u and v.

(ii) T...-re exists a continuous function m(x) such that for all x on X and all

real values of u and v,

| fc, Jx, », i>] | = m(x),
(i,j = 1, •••,/<)

\gu[x,u,v~]\ %m(x).

(iii) The real-valued functions k;j[x,u,v~] and gl}[x,u,v\, i,j = l,---,n, satisfy

a Lipschitz condition with respect to u and v.

It is well known (see for example [9]) that when appropriate initial conditions

are specified, system (2.1) has a unique solution. Note that condition (iii) may be

replaced by any other condition which will insure a unique solution of system

(2.1) with conditions (i) and (ii).

System (2.1) will be represented hereafter in the matrix form

(2.2) Y'=K[x;Y;ZVZ,        ^

Z' = G[x; Y;Z~\-Y

The following theorem is the generalization to system (2.2) of the results of

Barrett [2] and Reid [7].

Theorem 2.1.   J/, in system (2.2), the matrices K[x; Y;Z~\ and G[x; Y;Z~]
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are symmetric and {Y(x),Z(x)} is the solution pair of (2.2) satisfying the initial

condition

(2.3) 7(0) = 0,       Z(0) = A,   A nonsingular,

then there exists a continuous, symmetric matrix Q(x) and a nonsingular,

continuously differentiable matrix R(x) such that

(24) Y(x) = S*[x; Q] ■ R(x),

Z(x)  = C*[x; Q] ■ R(x).

Furthermore, R(x) satisfies the matrix differential system

(2.5) R'(x) = {S[x; Qf] - K ■ C*[x; Q] + C[x; Q] ■ G ■ S*[x; Qf]} ■ P(x)

(2.6) R(0) = A,

and Qix) is the matrix

(2.7) Q(x) m C[x; Q] ■ K ■ C*[x; ß] - S[x; Q] ■ G ■ S*[x; Qf].

Proof. Proceeding as in [2], let A be a given nonsingular matrix and let

{y(x),Z(x)} be the solution of (2.2), (2.3). Also, let ß0(x) be any symmetric,

continuous matrix on X with {So[x; ßo]> C0[x; ß0]} = {S0, C0} the corresponding

solution of (1.1), (1.2) with a = 0.

Define a sequence {Qp(x)}y° of symmetric, continuous matrices as follows:

for each Qr(x), let {S[x; Qp],C[x; Qp]} = {SP,CP}, p = 1,2,-, be the solution

of (1.1), (1.2) with a = 0, and let

Qp+y = Cp-K-C*p-Sp-G-s;      ip = 0,1,2,-).

Now

ßP+i -Q„ = (1/2) • (C, -Cp_f)-K- (C* + C*_,)

+ (l/2)-(Cp + Cp_1)-X-(C*-Cp*_1)

+ il¡2)-iSp-y-Sp)-G-iS*p.y + S*p)

+ il¡2)-iSp„y + Sp)-G-iS*p_y-S*p).

Barrett [2, Lemma 2.1, p. 513] established that the following inequalities hold

on X:

¡St-Sj\  Û 2n-f\\Q,-Qj\\,
and Jo

\C,-Cj\S 2n-\X\\Q,-Qj\\.
Jo
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Using this result and Identity 1.5, we find that there is a constant m such that

1 ßp+i -0,1 ûm • (|j:I + I G||) • JT¡ ßp - ßp_! ||.

Now, by the standard techniques of successive approximation, it is easy to

show that the sequence of matrices {Qp(x)}^ converges uniformly with respect

to the norm on each closed subinterval of X. Let ß(x) be the "limit" matrix.

ß(x) is continuous and symmetric on X since each of the matrices ßp(x) has these

properties and the convergence is uniform on closed subintervals.

Let {S[x; ß],C[x; ß]} = {S(x),C(x)} be the solution of (1.1), (1.2) with a =0.

It follows from the lemma quoted above that the sequences {Sp(x)}q and

{Cp(x)}o° have as their "limits" the matrices S(x) and C(x) respectively. Thus

ß(x) = C(x) ■ K ■ C*(x) - S{x) ■ G ■ S*(x).

Define R(x) to be the solution of the system

U' = [S(x) • K • C*(x) + C(x) ■ G ■ S*(x)1 ■ U,       U(0) = A.

From Abel's Identity, we can conclude that the matrix R(x) is nonsingular on X.

To show that (2.4) holds, let V(x) and W(x) be the matrices S*(x) • R(x) and

C*(x) ■ R(x) respectively. It is now a simple matter to verify that the pair

{V(x),W(x)} satisfies (2.2) and since F(0) = 0 and W(0) = A, it follows that

V'(x) = Y(x) and W(x) = Z(x) on X. The proof of the theorem is now complete.

It is of interest to note that the theorem also holds for the system (2.2) together

with the initial condition

(2.8) Y(0) = 0,       Z(0) = B,   B singular.

However, in this case, the continuously differentiable matrix R(x), which would be

defined as the solution of (2.5), R(0) = B, is identically singular on X. Consequently,

if the pair {Y(x),Z(x)} is the solution of (2.2), (2.8), then each of 7(x) and Z(x)

is identically singular on X.

Theorem 2.2. Let m(x) be the continuous bound on the elements

k¡j,g¡j,i,j = 1,2, •••,/!, of the matrices K and G in system (2.2). //{ V(x), Z(x)}

is the solution pair of (2.2), (2.3), then

(2.9) ||Y(x)|| + ||Z(x)|U||/l||-exp ("n2 • m(t)dtI on X.

Proof. Let DLfx) and DRf(x) denote the left and right hand derivatives off(x)

respectively. If U(x) is a differentiable matrix on X, then it is well known (see for

example [3]) that each of £>L[| U(x) | and DR\\ U(x)\\ exists for each x on X and,

moreover, | DL\\ U(x) \\\t%\\ U'(x) \\ and | DR\\ V(x) 11 = \\ U'(x) || on X.
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Now

|| 7'(x) || = I K[x; 7; Z] | • | Z(x) || ^ «2 ■ m(x) • | Z(x) ¡,

I Z'(x) I ^  || G[x; 7; Z] || • || 7(x) || ̂  «2 • m(x) • || 7(x) ||.

Adding these inequalities and applying the above result, we have

DR{\\ 7(x) I + || Z(x) ||} z% n2 ■ mix){\\ 7(x) fl + || Z(x) ¡}.

It now follows that

7(x)   +   Z(x) \\ = \\A    • exp «2 • m(0dt on X.

For the remainder of this section, we shall consider those systems of the form

(2.2) in which the following conditions are satisfied: (i), (ii), (iii) stated at the

beginning of the section, and

(iv) There exists a positive number r such that the matrices K[x; Y;Z] and

- G[x; 7; Z] are symmetric and positive definite for all x on X and all absolutely

continuous  matrices   7(x),  Z(x)  such  that

7(x) || + I Z(x) II á r • exp n2 ■ mit)dt\■ m(t)dt\    on X.

In particular then, we will be considering those solutions of (2.2), (2.3) which

have the property | A | ;g r.

Theorem 2.3.   If {Y(x),Z(x)} is a solution pair of system (2.2), (2.3), then

the matrix Q(x),

Q(x) = C[x; Qf] ■ K[x; 7; Z] • C*[x; ß] - S[x; Q] ■ G[x; Y; Z] • S*[x;Q]

has the following properties on X:

(i)   ß(x) is positive definite,

(ii) trß(x) < 2 max [tr K,tr( - Gf] for each x.

Proof,   (i) Let eb be any nonzero constant vector. Since each of K and — G

is positive definite and

eb- C-C*- ep* + eb- S- S*- eb* = (,¡, ■ C) ■ (eb • C)* + (eb ■ S) ■ (</> • S)*

= eb- eb*> 0,

we have

eb ■ Q ■ ej>* =ieb - C) ■ K ■ i<b ■ C)* -ieb ■ S) ■ G ■ ieb ■ S)* > 0.

Thus ß(x) is positive definite on  X.

Lemma 2.3.    1/ A is any positive definite symmetric matrix, then

ttA = tr(C[x; Qf]-A- C*[x; Q]) + tr(5[x; Qf] :A ■ S*[x; Q]).
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Proof of the lemma. Since A is positive definite symmetric, there exists a

matrix N such that A = N • N* and trA = trN ■ N* = trN* • N. Now, from

identity (1.3).

N* ■ N = N* • C* ■ C ■ N + N* ■ S* ■ S • N.

Taking the trace of this equation yields

trA = tr N* ■ N = tr(C • A7)* • (C ■ N) + tr(S ■ N)* ■ (S ■ N)

= tr(C ■ N)- iC- A/)* + tr(S • N) ■ iS ■ N)*

= tr(C ■ N ■ N* ■ C*) + tr iS ■ N - N* ■ S*)

= trC- A ■ C* + trS- A ■ S*.

Proof of the theorem,    (ii)   Let P(x) be the matrix

P(x) = Six; Q] ■ K[x; 7; Z] • S*[x; ß] - C[x;ß] • C[x; Y;Z] ■ C*[x;Qf].

By part (i) of this theorem, P(x) is symmetric and positive definite on X.

Now, by the lemma,

trß + trP = tr[C- K ■ C* - S ■ G ■ S*] + tr[S- K ■ S* - C ■ G ■ C*]

= trX + tr(-G).

Since P(x) is positive definite on X,trP>0 on X and consequently

trß<trK + tr(-G)<2 • max[trK,tr( - G)]

for each x on X. This completes the proof of the theorem.

If {7(x),Z(x)} is a solution pair of (2.2), (2.3) such that fl Z(0) | = fl A \\ z% r,
then the pair {7(x),Z(x)} has the following oscillatory behavior on X:

Theorem 2.4.   If b is a positive number having the property

j   max{trK[x; 7; Z], tr( - G[x; 7; Z])} < ji/4,

then Z(x) is nonsingular on 0 z% x z% b and 7(x) is nonsingular on  0 < x z% b.

If c is a positive number having the property

max {trK[x; 7; Z], tr( - G[x; 7; Z])} < n¡2,

then 7(x) is nonsingular on 0 < x ^ c and Zix) has at most « singularities on

O^x^c.

Proof,   By Theorems 2.3, 2.1 and Corollary 1.4.2.

I
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Theorem 2.5.   If a is any positive number such that each of Y(a) and Z(a) is

nonsingular, and if b,b>a, has the property

• b

max tr{K[x; Y; Z], tr( - G[x; Y; Z])}  < ji/4,JJa

then each of Y(x) and Z(x) has at most n singularities on a — x i% b.

Proof.    By Theorem 2.3, 2.1 and 1.5.

Theorem 2.6. If a is any nonnegative number and b is any number greater

than a, then each of Y(x) and Z(x) has at most a finite number of singularities on

a = xiib.

Proof.   By Theorems 2.3, 2.1 and Corollary 1.5.1.

Theorem 2.7 (Separation Theorem). If Xy and x2 are consecutive singu-

larities of Y(x), then Z(x) has at most n singularities on Xy ̂  x = x2. Similarly,

if yy and y2 are consecutive singularities of Z(x), then Y(x) has at most n

singularities on yyS*i= y%-

Proof.    By Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 1.5.2.

We conclude this section with the following sufficient condition that the pair

{y(x),Z(x)} be nonoscillatory on X.

Theorem 2.8. If each of ¡Ô ttK[x; Y;Z~\ and J™ tr( - G[x; Y; Z] is

finite, then each of Y(x) and Z(x) has at most a finite number of singularities on X.

Proof.    By Theorems 2.3, 2.1 and 1.7.

In conclusion, it is worthwhile noting that the linear system

dio) r = K(x)-z,     onZ)

Z' = G(x) • Y,

(2.11) 7(0) = 0,   Z(0) = A,   A nonsingular,

where each of K(x) and — G(x) is continuous, symmetric and positive definite

on X, occurs as a special case of the foregoing treatment. Hence Theorems 2.1

through 2.8 hold for all solutions {Y(x),Z(x)} of (2.10), (2.11).

3. The nonlinear system depending upon a parameter. Before considering the

nonlinear system, we first establish an additional property of the trigonometric

matrices of §1.

Let ß(x, t/f) be an n x n symmetric matrix which is continuous on

X:0^x<oo,    L:dy<\¡i<d2.

As in §1, consider the second order matrix differential system
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(3.1) clY/elx = Q(x,i¡/) ■ Z,     dZ)dx = - ß(x,^) ■ Y       on X L,

(3.2) Y(a,yb) s 0,   Z(a,iA) = £,       a ^ 0,

where the following conditions are imposed on the matrix ß(x,\¡i):

(i)   Q(x,\p) is continuous in (x, ip) on XL,

(ii)  ß(x, \¡i) is symmetric and positive definite for all values of x and i¡/ on XL,

(Hi) there exists a positive number m(Q) suchthat if q¡(x,\¡/), i = 1,2, ••-,«, is the

îth characteristic root of ß(x, i/f) for each (x, ik) and X(x) = min q,(x, ij/), lz%i z% n,x

on X, for all ib on L, then for each x on X,

[trß(x,^)]M(x)^m(ß)

for all \¡i on L.

Observe that condition (iii) imposes a type of uniformity in the behavior of the

characteristic root functions of ß(x, \¡j). This condition can be stated equivalently

as follows: if p(x) = max q,(x,i¡/), 1 ̂  i f¿ n, x on X, for ail i¡/ on L, then there

exists a positive number m'(Q) such that u(x)¡X(x) ^ m'(Q) for all x on Z and all

\¡/ on L.

The solution of system (3.1), (3.2) will be denoted by {S[a,x; Q; \¡í],

C[a,x; Q; \¡i]} = [S[a,x,\]/], C[a,x,\j/]} when a>0 and by [S[x;Q;\jj],

C[x; Q; \¡/]} = {S(x,i¡>), C(x,i//)} when a = 0. The properties of the "sine" and

"cosine" matrices developed in §1 obviously hold for the solution pairs of (3.1),

(3.2) for each fixed ip on L.

Theorem 3.1. To each ß(x,i//) satisfying conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) there

corresponds a positive number q such that if \p is any fixed number on L, a is

any nonnegative number and b, b>a, has the property J"* trQ(x,\¡/)dx'=q,

then each ofS[x; Q; tb] and C[x; Q; \¡/] has at least one singularity on a ^ x g fe.

Lemma 3.1.1. If Q(x) is any symmetric positive definite matrix on X and a

is any nonnegative number with {S[a,x; Q],C[a,x; Q]} the solution of (1.1),

(1.2), and if b,b> a, is the next singularity of S[a,x; Qf], then each of S[x; Q]

and C[x; Qf] has at least one singularity on a ^ x i= fe.

Proof of the lemma. If a = 0, then {S[a,x; Q],C[a,x; Qf]} s {S[x; Q],

C[x;Q]} and the lemma follows from Theorem 1.2.

Suppose a > 0. If each of 5(a) and Cia) is singular, then we are done. Suppose

5(a) is nonsingular and assume that 5(x) is nonsingular on a < x ^ fe. Put

Aix) = S\x) • S[a,x] ■ S'*ia) on a = x= b. By the "addition" identity (1.8),

^l(x) = STia) ■ Cia) - S\x) • C(x). Thus Aix) is symmetric on this interval.

Also Aia) = 0 and A\x) = S\x) • Q(x) - S'*(x) is positive definite on a ^ x ^ fe.

Consequently, by Lemma A, §1,4(x) is positive definite on a < x ^ fc contradicting

the fact that 5[a, fe] is singular. Thus 5(x) must have at least one singularity on

agx<fe.
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Similarly, if C(a) is nonsingular and we assume that C(x) is nonsingular on

a < x — b, then, letting B(x) = C'(x) • 5[a,x] • CT*(a) and proceeding as above,

we obtain the same contradiction. Thus C(x) must have at least one singularity

on ai%x = b and the lemma is proved.

Lemma 3.1.2. To each Q(x,\b) satisfying conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) there

corresponds a positive number q such that if \b is any fixed number on L, a is

any nonnegative number and b, b>a, has the property ¡ba ttQ(x,\jj)dx^tq,

then each of S[a,x;Q;i¡/~\ and C[a,x;Q;\j/~] has at least one singularity on

a < x 5Í b.

Proof of the lemma. Put P(x) = X(x) • E, where X(x) is the continuous

function defined in condition (iii). P(x) is symmetric and positive definite on A'

and the solution pair of (1.1), (1.2) with P(x) in place of ß(x) is easily seen to be

{S[a,x; P], C[a,x; P]} = {[sinsxX(t)di\ ■ E, [cos ¡xX(i)dt] - E). Thus if b,

b>a, has the property (bX(t)dt^.n, then each of S[a,x;P~\ and C[a,x;Pj

has at least one singularity on a < x t% b.

Suppose ib is fixed and b,b> a, has the property

ft

ttQ(x,\l/)dx = m(Q) ■ n.f
Then

¡>b pb

>n.f X(x)dx^[l¡m(Q)-] •   f ttQ(x,ib)dx
Ja Ja

Consequently, each of S[a,x;P~\ and C[a,x;P~\ has at least one singularity on

a < x ^ b. Now, since ß(x, \b) — P(x) is nonnegative definite, it follows from

Theorem 1.4 that each of S[a,x;Q; xj/J and C[a,x; Q; \¡/~\ has at least one singu-

larity on a < x ^ b.

Proof of the theorem. Fix any number \b on L and let a be any nonnegative

number. Put q = m(Q) • n and suppose b,b> a, has the property f* ttQ(x,\p)dx

S: q. By Lemma 3.1.2, ¿»[t^x; Q; i/f] has at least one singularity on a < x i% b.

Thus, by Lemma 3.1.1, each of 5'[x;ß;i/'] and C[x;Q;\¡>~\ has at least one

singularity on the interval a = x = b. This completes the proof of the theorem.

Let d>H be the collection of functions defined in §2. Let </>;j-, ai}, Ty, 6lJt i,j

= 1,2, •••,«, be members of <!>„ and consider the following system of 2n2 nonlinear

differential equations:

n

d(yu)ldx  =   E   kih[x,cbin(Y),oih(Z);\})~] ■ zhJ,

(3.3) (/,./= 1,2,-•,,!),

n

d(zij)ldx  =   I   gih[x,tih(Y),öih(Z);ip] ■ yhJ,
h-l
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on Xb: 0 — x = b, L: dy < ij/ < d2, where the following conditions are imposed:

(i)    The real-valued functions k¡j[x,u,v; \¡j] and g,j[x,u,v; \b] are continuous

in (x,u,v,\¡/) for all x on Xb, for all i/'on L, and for all real values of u and v.

(ii)   There exists a continuous function m(x) such that for all x on Xb,\b on

L, and all real values of u and v,

\k,j[x,u,v;i¡/]\ g m(x),
and (/,/ = 1,2, ■•-,«).

\g¡j[x,u,v;i¡/]\ ^ m(x),

(iii) The real-valued functions k¡j[x,u,v;i¡j] and g,j[x,u,v;i¡j], i,j = I,•■-,«,

satisfy a Lipschitz condition with respect to u and i>.

(iv) Each of K[x; Y;Z;\j/] and — G[x; 7; Z; i/<] is symmetric and positive

definite for all x on .Xj, all \\i on L, and all absolutely continuous matrices 7 and

Z such that for each x on Xb and \¡t on L

I 7(x, ̂ || + || Z(x, ft | £ {| 7(0, ft I + || Z(0, i» ||} • exp [JJ«2 • m(r) d* ].

(v) For each x on Xb, for all i^ on L, and for all absolutely continuous matrices

7 and Z satisfying the bound in (iv); either K[x; Y;Z;\j/]—i — G[x; 7; Z; t/i])

or  — G[x; 7; Z; t/f] — K[x; 7; Zji/T] is nonnegative definite.

(vi) There exists a positive number miK,G) such that if k,[x; Y;Z;ij/] and

g¡[x; 7; Z; i/>], i = 1,2, •••,«, are the ith characteristic roots of K and G respec-

tively for each fixed (x, \j/) on XbLand if a(x) = max(/c;, — g), 1 <£ i <£ n, x on Xb,

for all i// on Land p\x) = min (/c¡, — g¡), 1 z% i z% n, x on Xb, for all i¡/ on L, then for

each x on Xb, <x(x)/p\x):S   miK,G).

As in §2, we shall represent system (3.3) in the matrix form

(34) dY¡dx= K[x;Y;Z;ib]-Z,

dZ¡dx= G[x; Y;Z;\b] ■ 7.

Theorem 3.2. // K and G satisfy conditions (i)-(v0 and {7(x),Z(x)} is the

solution pair o/(3.4) satisfying the initial condition

(3.5) 7(0, </0 = 0 on L,       Z(0, i» = Aty),

Ai(b) nonsingular on L, then there exists a continuous, symmetric matrix ß(x,i//)

and a nonsingular, continuously differentiate matrix R(x,\p) such that

Y(x,ijj) = S*[x;Q;ib]-R(x,ib),

Zix,iP) = C*[x;Q;ib]-Rix,i¡j)

on Xbfor each {]/ on L. Furthermore, Rix,\b) satisfies the differential system

R'ix,Kb)

(3.7)
= {5[x;ß;iA] -K ■ C*[x;Q;4>] + C[x;Q;ib] ■ G- S*[x;Q;>p]}Rix,ib)
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(3.8) R(0,i¡,) = A(i¡j)

on Xbfor each \b on L, and Q(x,ib) is the matrix

(3.9) Q(x,ib) = C[x; Q;ib]-K- C*[x; Q; £| - S[x;Q;tf\ ■ G ■ S*[x;Q;ibl

Moreover, Q(x,i¡/) has the following properties on XbL:

(i) Q(x,ib) satisfies conditions (i), (ii), (iii) imposed on system (3.1), (3.2),

(ii) min [tr K,tt( - G)] = tr ß ¿ max [tr K,tt( - G)].

Proof. For each \b on L, the first part of the theorem is merely a restatement of

Theorem 2.1. Thus it remains to show that the matrix Q(x,ib) has properties (i)

and (ii) above.

(i) ß(x, i/0 is continuous, symmetric and positive definite on XbL since each

of K and — G has these properties on XbL and each of S(x, ib) and C(x, ib) is

continuous on XbL. Fix any (x, \¡i) and assume that K — ( — G) is nonnegative

definite at (x,ib). Let cb be the unit vector corresponding to the maximum

characteristic root qy of Q(x,ij/). Then

q¡ = ,pQ4>*  = (cbQ ■ K ■ (cbC)* + (cbS) ■ ( - G) ■ (cbS)*

= (cbC) ■ K ■ (cbC)* + (cbS) ■ K ■ (cbS)*

= a- \\cbC\\2 +0C- ||<p,S*||2 = a,

where a = max(/c¡, — g¡) as defined in (vi) of system (3.3). Similarly, if ô is the

unit vector corresponding to the minimum characteristic root qn of Q(x,ib), then

qn = ÔQÔ* = (ÔC) ■ K ■ (ÔC)* + (OS) • ( - G) • (OS)*

= (ÔC) ■ ( - G) ■ (ÔC)* + (OS) ■ ( - G) • (ÖS)*

= ß ■ \\ÔC\\2 + ß ■ \\oS\\2 = ß,

where ß = min (k¡, — g¡) as defined in (vi).

Thus, for each (x,\¡/) on XbL, the maximum characteristic root of Q(x,\b) is

not greater than the maximum of the characteristic roots of the matrices K and

— G ; and the minimum characteristic root of ß(x, \¡i) is not less than the minimum

of the characteristic roots of the matrices K and — G. It now follows that

[trß(x»]M(x) = [n ■ ot(x)-]lß(x) = n • m(K,G),

where A(x) is the function defined in (iii) of system (3.1), (3.2).

To establish property (ii), fix any (x, ip) on XbL and assume that K — ( — G)

is nonnegative definite at (x,ib). By Lemma 2.3,

ttK = ttC- K- C* + ttS- K- S*

and
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tr( - G) = tr C ■ ( - G) ■ C* + trS -(-G)- S*.

Since we assumed that K — ( — G) is nonnegative definite, ttS-K-S*—-

ttS ■ ( - G) ■ S* and ttC • (- G) ■ C* ̂ ttC ■ K ■ C*. Property (ii) now follows

immediately. Thus the theorem is established.

We shall now impose the following two conditions on the parameter \¡i in order

to investigate the oscillatory behavior of solutions of systems of from (3.4).

Condition A. There exists a number p, p > dy, on Lsuch that if s is any fixed

value of\¡iondy<\¡t^p and M denotes the upper bound of [trX,tr( — G)] on

Xb for this value of i/r, then M <n¡b.

Condition B. There exists a subinterval D:cz%xzid of Xb such that if

m(\p) = min [ttK,tt( — G)] on D for each fixed \]/, then lim^->d2m(tl/) = + oo.

Observe that Condition A insures that for every i¡/ on d, < ib = p, ¡QttQ(x,\¡/)dx

< n and consequently, by Corollary 1.4.2, S[x; Q; i/>] is nonsingular on 0 < x it b

for fixed values of \b on dy < ib :£ P- Therefore, by Theorem 3.2, Y(x, i//) is non-

singular on 0 < x ^ b for fixed values of ib on dx < ib — p.

Condition ß insures that lim^,,, J"* trß(x, \b)dx = + oo since

/»ft pb pd

trß^       min[tr/C,tr(-G)]   ^        min[trf:,tr( - C)]
Jo Jo J c

= m(\¡i) • (cl - c).

Definition. A characteristic number of system (3.4) is a value of t// for which

the system has a nonidentically singular solution.

Theorem 3.3. //, in system (3.4), Conditions A and B are satisfied, and if

[Y(x,ib),Z(x,\j/)} is a solution pair of (3.4) satisfying the initial condition

(3.10) Y(0,i¡/) = 0onL,       |7(b,^)|=0,

then there exists an increasing sequence, iy,i2,---, of positive integers and an

infinite collection, ky,k2,---, of sets of characteristic numbers for the system

(3.4), (3.10) such that if e¡ is a number in k¡, then Y(x,ef) has exactly ij singu-

larities on 0 < x — b. Moreover, for each positive integer j there exists a positive

integer m such that for every positive integer q greater than m, every number in

kq is greater than every number in kj.

Lemma 3.2. If the pair {Y(x,ib),Z(x,ib)} is a solution of system (3.4) and

Y(0, i/0 = 0 on L, then \ Y(x, \p) \ # 0 and \ Z(x, ib) | ̂ k 0 on Xb only in case

|Z(0,«/0|#0.

Proof. If s is a value of ib on Lsuch that | Z(0,s) | ^ 0, then, by Theorem 2.1,

Y(x,s) = ^[x; Q; s] • R(x,s) and Z(x,s) = C[x; Q; s] • R(x,s) where P(x,.<;) is

nonsingular on Xb. Consequently, Y and Z are not identically singular on Xb.
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If í is a value of \¡/ on Lsuch that | Z(0, t) | = 0, then by the remark following the

proof of Theorem 2.1, it follows that 7 and Z are identically singular on Xb.

From this lemma we can conclude that if \p is to be a characteristic number for

the system (3.4), (3.10), then \Z(0,\p) | # 0; and, in this case, Theorem 3.2 applies

and we can write

7(x,</<) = 5*[x; Q; ■>] • R(x»,       Z(x,i» - C*[x; Q; i/<] • R(x,i»,

where Rix,tp) is nonsingular on X,,L.

Proof of the theorem. As \p increases from a value less than p to

d2, Jo trQix,\p)dx increases from a value less than n to +co . It follows from the

continuity of j"0tr Qix,\¡/)dx in t/f and from Theorem 3.1 that the number of

singularities of 5[x; Q; ip] increases without bound. Hence let kj be the totality

of values of \p on L which have the property that | 5[fe; Q; ip]\ = 0 and 5[x; Q; ip]

has exactly i} — 1 singularities on 0 ^ x < fe. By Theorem 3.1 and the fact that

lim^^j2 J"* trQix,\p)dx = + oo, there exists a number tj on L such that 5[x; Q; ip]

has more than i} singularities on Xb for every value of ip on t¡ ^ \p < d2. Thus no

values of k¡ can lie on tJ=ip< d2. It follows from Theorem 1.7 that there exists a

positive integer «j such that 5[x; Q; \p] has less than m singularities on Xb for

all \p on p ií \p z% tj. Thus no values of km, km+1,--- can lie on p S \p S t¡. There-

fore, for any q greater than m, every number in kq is greater than every number

in kj. By Theorem 3.2, the singularities of Yix,\p) coincide with the singularities

of 5[x; Q; tp] which completes the proof of the theorem.

A consideration of the two point boundary condition

(3.11) 7(0, i/0 s 0 on L,       | Z(fe, xp) \ = 0

yields the following theorem:

Theorem 3.4. //, in system (3.4), Conditions A and B are satisfied, and if

{Yix,\p),Zix,\p)} is a solution pair o/(3.4), (3.11), then there exists an increasing

sequence, jy, j2,---, of positive integers and an infinite collection, ht, h2,---, of

sets of characteristic numbers for the system such that if e, is any value in h„

then Z(x,e¡) has exactly j, singularities on Xb. Moreover, for each positive

integer i there exists a positive integer m such that for every positive integer q

greater than m, every number in hq is greater than every number on «¡.

Proof.   The proof proceeds in the same manner as Theorem 3.3.

Interchanging the roles of Yix,\p) and Z(x,i/0 in Theorem 3.2 and repeating

the foregoing discussion, we obtain results analogous to Theorem 3.3 and 3.4 for

the system (3.4) together with the boundary conditions of the form :

(3.12) Zi0,\p) = 0 on L,       |Z(b,i»|=0,

(3.13) Z(0,i»  = 0 on L,       |7(fe,i/0|=0.
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